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Coming Back to Spirit 
Your Spirit E-Book

INTRODUCTION

I have chosen COMING BACK TO SPIRIT as a comprehensive video series because it encapsulates many of the main concepts I 
teach in my counselling. 

Coming Back to Spirit validates the day to day challenge of keeping on track and true to ourselves.  Life is demanding and 
distracting, not to mention intimidating at times.  It is easy to find ourselves in a spin and off balance...filled with self-doubt.  

Coming Back to Spirit animates the SIMPLICITY and NECESSITY of GETTING your BALANCE BACK, by coming back to yourself, your 
most powerful inner resource and guide... your Spirit.  You can take a STEP BACK from the chaos you are experiencing, CONNECT 
to your CORE, and SEE life through the lens of your SPIRIT.

My PURPOSE is a simple one… to help you clear a path for yourself, to Come Back to Spirit, a fundamental 
journey within. 

I have a great respect for SPIRIT ENERGY in the form of INSPIRATION INTUITION and CREATIVITY. They have been essential to me 
as an athlete, artist, teacher and counsellor. 

You will see how the full program animates SPIRIT in SIMPLE, CREATIVE and PRACTICAL ways. If you are looking to become 
more SPIRITUALLY PRESENT IN YOUR LIFE, then you have come to the right place.  My approach is simple, fundamental, and is 
NATURALLY ACCESSIBLE to you every moment of every day. 
This program is about bringing you back to your CORE, your inner Spirit, where you will find your greatest and most powerful 
resources.

Whether you have been distanced from Spirit for moments or a lifetime, the journey back to Spirit is within you.
This program offers a variety of experiences so you can turn inward to find BALANCE, CALM and STRENGTH at your CORE. 
It is important to define SPIRIT for yourself.  As you explore this program, I invite you to look for the many ways Spirit is PRESENT 
IN YOUR LIFE.

The Age of Enlightenment is upon us. 
We are living in a time where such studies of psychology, history, philosophy, science, mathematics and medicine, are merging. 
Each in their own way, is proving the vast presence of CONSCIOUSNESS and CONNECTEDNESS.  The internet has offered a means 
to connect this human consciousness worldwide.  

People have embraced their personal power and influence to make their voices heard globally and in real time. This 
interconnectedness has brought on a wave of SHARED CONSCIOUSNESS, curiosity and profound consideration at a rapid pace, as 
never before in human history.

Since you too are looking to be more conscious and connected, you are not alone in your journey to inner enlightenment.

As an athlete, artist, teacher and counsellor, ENLIGHTENMENT means: 
1) expanding into a Spiritual space, an uncommon consciousness, where creative and intuitive energies shine a NEW LIGHT on 
things… and it also means…
2) to LIGHT THE PATH with inspired thought and vision, where we feel… 
3) LIGHTER, less burdened by life’s challenges… expanding our capacity to engage in life fully.

Welcome!
I am Rose Fuller M.Ed. a Registered Clinical Counsellor, and this is a Video Series 
exploring the inner journey back to Spirit.



As a counselor I have had the great privilege to have heard thousands of stories of human experiences, dreams, hurt, healing, 
fears and successes. It is always my INTENTION to help others experience their own ENLIGHTENMENT. Although clients are 
looking for help regarding the chaos in their lives, men and women alike, are regularly seeking experiences of MEANING, 
INSPIRATION, PURPOSE, in other words, SPIRIT. 

At our CORE, we are more ALIKE that we can ever be different. Simply put, we strive to be happy, understood, to love and be 
loved. This is the language and capacity of Spirit.

I have designed the program for you to consider Spirit in many ways. The Videos and the E-Book work in tandem, to provide an 
all-around learning experience. There will be questions posed at the end of each video for you to consider as you reflect on your 
experience of the material. The program offers physical, intellectual, emotional and spiritual ways to explore Coming Back to 
Spirit… where you will recognize your own WISDOM within. You will step back from the details of your life to experience an 
UNCOMMON CONSCIOUSNESS. Each video provides musical Interlude segments to reflect on your experience as you go. 

I have believed in Spirit since I was a child, instinctively looking at the world with curiosity and wonder. I am grateful that the 
adults in my life encouraged me to ask QUESTIONS. They took the time to take my inquiries to heart, VALIDATING my CORE, my 
SPIRIT.  I am also very aware that not everyone experienced validation as they were growing up.  As an adult, you can rely on 
your Spirit to REASSURE your RIGHT and CAPACITY to HEAL and move forward with certainty.

I encourage you here, as I encourage my clients in session, to VALUE the questions you are asking yourself, as these are often 
GLIMPSES of your INNER WISDOM. These questions come from your core self… IDENTIFYING things you long to understand 
Emotionally and Spiritually. As you view the program material you will naturally create your own QUESTIONS, and learn to turn to 
your Spirit  to provide simplicity and clarity, to find your own ANSWERS.

Give yourself PERMISSION to CREATE the TIME for PRIVACY, each week to VIEW the VIDEOS and to work in 
your JOURNAL. Ensure that this time will not be interrupted.  This is VALUABLE TIME for you to focus on you. 

Note the length of the videos:  Introduction - 19:28, PART 1 - 27:40 , PART 2 - 34:24, PART 3 - 39:40, PART 4 - 41:42,  Wrap Up –
27:15, Total –approximately 3 hrs.   Allow time to REFLECT on your experience in quiet solitude. To create a consistent routine, it 
is best if you choose the same DAY and TIME each week., or you may choose to take the program on a weekend retreat where 
you can find peace and quiet.

You will know what works best for you.  As you proceed through the program, you will become aware how much time you need 
to PROCESS EACH VIDEO and RECORD and REFLECT in your JOURNAL. You may find that you want to REPLAY the VIDEO or revisit 
this material  throughout the week, as a reminder, or to find what is MEANINGFUL to you.

This E-book, provided in PDF form, can be READ ON YOUR SCREEN or PRINTED OUT as a hard copy.  It is a TRANSCRIPT of the 
video text, and offers QUESTIONS and EXERCISES to consider. You may find that you take  TIME TO RECORD in your journal  
throughout the week as INSIGHTS come to you. 

The videos are designed for a VISUAL EXPERIENCE, of inspiration, emotional meaning, creativity, rhythm, pace and Spiritual 
reflection. The videos are animated with MUSIC, IMAGES and WORDS (prose and poems), encouraging a relaxed and thoughtful 
experience you can replay as many times as you like. 

You may find yourself DEEPLY ENGAGED in one concept or image which may take your focus away from the ongoing video. 
For the first time through, I encourage you to let the video keep playing so you stay engaged in the music, pace and feel of the
experience. 

You can always go back and watch it again to recapture what you missed.  For specific details, or quotes, you can find them in this 
E-book video transcript, as it includes all the text from the videos.
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Introduction OVERALL Questions to Consider 
1 What was you overall experience of the video?
2 What specific ideas stood out for you?  Why?
3 How would you define Spirit at this point?
4 What does Coming Back to Spirit mean to you?



PART 1 – PREPARING to be PRESENT – Calm, Open, Receptive, Engaged (C.O.R.E.)
Part 1 shows you how to TURN INWARD so you can engage from your most balanced and 
focused mindset.  C.O.R.E. reminds you your resources are accessible within, and presents 
practical ways to internalize focus on physical, intellectual, emotional and spiritual 
(P.I.E.S.) energies, to bring you to a strong and calm balance. You can naturally use one 
energy to impact the others in a positive cascade.
Here Coming Back to Spirit means: turning inward to resonate with Spirit. 

PART 1  PREPARING to be PRESENT

TURNING INWARD.. is essential to engage from your most balanced and focused ENERGY, your SPIRIT. 

You have the right to TAKE TIME for yourself.  Give yourself PERMISSION to turn inward to your CORE, to have some quiet 
moments with Spirit. This valuable time is for you to TUNE OUT of the demands of your life and TUNE INTO your greatest gift... 
CONNECTION TO SPIRIT.  As caring for others is probably meaningful to you, never fear... those you care about will also benefit 
from the peace, wisdom and strength you find within.  It is worth your time, attention and energy to turn inward to resonate 
with Spirit.

PART 1  Key Segments
1     OBSERVER MODE - A Step Back 
2     TURNING INWARD – C.O.R.E. & P.I.E.S. 

KEY SEGMENT 1 – OBSERVER MODE - A Step Back
The Observer Mode is animated as the #1 foundational tool, to step back from a situation in order to see 
what is really going on...to become AWARE!  

This is the #1 TOOL to practice in this program… and in your life. OBSERVER MODE will help you to quickly ASSESS what is really 
going on INSIDE and OUTSIDE of you. 

As you view this video series, you are in a natural OBSERVER MODE, watching the material on your screen. You will find 
yourself making choices on how you will engage. Deliberately taking an emotional step back:  helps remove you from the 
EMOTION; and gives you valuable time to consider.  Remember few decisions in life have to be made immediately… give 
yourself time. If you don't take the moment to step back to OBSERVER MODE you may be pulled into chaotic energies., 
REACTING instead of making a considered decision.   

Taking time in observer mode will stop the spin, if you are in one, and will help you identify what you need.  Then you will 
choose how you want to engage: physically, intellectually, emotionally, and most of all spiritually.
Whether you have FELT DISCONNECTED from Spirit for only MOMENTS, or for a LIFETIME.. THE JOURNEY BACK is, literally, 
WITHIN YOU.  

SPIRIT - It is important for you to define SPIRIT for yourself.  As you explore Spirit, I invite you to consider the many different 
ways it is animated in this series. To get started, I offer my own definition... Spirit is a Sacred Energy resonating at the CORE of 
you. Spirit energy is connected to everything both inside and outside of you. It is always present to guide you as you live your
human story.  Inspiration, Creativity and Peace are just some ways you experience the presence of your Spirit’s energy.

Your unique, personal experience with Spirit will ultimately DEFINE it for yourself.  TRUST what RESONATES for you at the CORE 
of your being.

JOURNAL comments on your experience of OBSERVER MODE  and my offering of definition of Spirit.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.

1   How have you experienced taking a step back to see things from an emotional distance, from Observer Mode?
2  How would you define Spirit at this point?
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Note: The word C-O-R-E has two meanings in this program.  They are different but congruent.
1 CORE means at your center, housing your Spirit
2 C.O.R.E. is an acronym that means Calm, Open, Receptive and Engaged

TURNING INWARD, which involves 2 steps:  
1 What you want – C.O.R.E. (Calm, Open, Receptive, Engaged) and
2 How to get it – P.I.E.S. (Access Physical, Intellectual, Emotional, Spiritual energies to get  C.O.R.E. to be PRESENT and 

AWARE)
When you are Calm, Open, Receptive and Engaged you will resonate with what is most 
meaningful to you, and the grounded wisdom of your Spirit.
Learn how to:
- Create CALM within
- OPEN UP your energies
- be RECEPTIVE to possibilities
- ENGAGE internally

C. O. R. E.   What you want … to be PRESENT, Calm, Open, Receptive and Engaged
C – First, decide to CALM your energies, feel your strength. Start with your physical energy because your body is primal and 
influences  your mind and emotions.
O – OPEN your energies through open posture, focus your mind on deep breaths, expanding your being and calming your CORE.
R – Being RECEPTIVE is an intention and emotional desire to become open. Draw on your curiosity and courage to consider new 
ideas, experiences and possibilities.
E – To intend to be truly ENGAGED in life is a personal and intimate journey with Spirit.  Remember, your Spirit is always present 
and accessible. 

To be internally ENGAGED is a big challenge in this demanding and distracting world. When you find yourself disconnected, just  
begin again consciously with C.O.R.E. to reconnect to your inner strength of Spirit.  C.O.R.E. is essential for you to experience the 
program in your most resourceful way. TURN INWARD to be present from SPIRIT. 

Next, is an exercise to practice C.O.R.E.   Relax with the gentle energy of the images, words and music. 

JOURNAL comments on your experience of C.O.R.E. information and exercise. 
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1 What was your experience of this exercise?
2 How have you experienced turning inward to your CORE to find balance?
3 How have you experienced C.O.R.E. – Calm, Open, Receptive and Engaged?
4 How do you practice Calm, Open, Receptive and Engaged?

Calm          Open           

Receptive   Engaged

C.O.R.E.
EXERCISE

Now that you understand C.O.R.E., let's explore each energy in more detail.  2  How to get it… P.I.E.S. 
P.I.E.S. is another acronym you will see many times and stands for: P – Physical, I  - Intellectual, E -
Emotional and S – Spiritual. 
4 CORE energies inherent in everyone. These energies will ground you in being PRESENT and AWARE 
of each moment.  As the four energies are interconnected,  P.I.E.S. also stands for the different ways 
you connect with your world, your strengths, resources and the levels in which you hurt and heal. Let’s 
look at each energy of P.I.E.S.

P – PHYSICAL ENERGY
Relax your PHYSICAL energy:
Find a comfortable sitting position, support your arms and shoulders, place your feet flat to ground
you, shift your position until comfortable, feel your physical balance.

KEY SEGMENT 2 - TURNING INWARD – Finding Strength at your CORE through your 
P.I.E.S. Energies
Learn simple ways to strengthen your CORE by focusing your energies INWARD to be 
PRESENT from Spirit.  

PART 1    PREPARING to be PRESENT   Turning Inward                          4



Breathing is PRIMAL and directly influences your P.I.E.S. energies.  Feel your breathing, take slow deep breaths, breathe in 
through your nose and out through your mouth, unless you have sinus blockage, in which case breathe in and out of your mouth.  
Slow deep breaths saturate your body with oxygen.  Focus on your breath's energy EXPANDING your rib cage, and your stomach 
area...and outward into space.  Feel gravity ANCHORING you to your chair... and beyond, to the earth. 

These two energies are all about CONNECTION.  Expansion connects you to the Universal energies of Spirit, creation and infinity.   
Gravity connects you to Mother Earth where Nature's powerful and profound energies surround you. Consciously experiencing 
the dual forces of expansion and anchoring empowers you to create a CALM, strong resonance and rhythm from your heart.  
These are your powerful life force energies reaching within and without... and it all starts with a simple breath.

I – INTELLECTUAL ENERGY
By FOCUSING on the task of relaxing and breathing slowly and deeply, you have already attained some energy balance.  You have
given your CONSCIOUS MIND an important job to do... to push distractions aside and turn inward. Notice how your breathing 
OPENS up your BODY and MIND. An OPEN MIND to POSSIBILITY and VISION is evidence of your CORE self… your Spirit. 

Spirit provides your naturally expanded resources  such as creativity, imagination, inspiration, vision, humor, artistry, insight, 
clarity, etc. If you find yourself distracted, refocus on your body’s posture , Calm your body, continue your slow and deep breaths 
and remember Calm, Open, Receptive and Engaged. Be mindful internally.  Then return to the video to continue your relaxation 
using your P.I.E.S. energies.

E – EMOTIONAL ENERGY
Emotionally you will feel more RECEPTIVE: to EXPLORE new things, EXPAND your understanding, CONNECT with your true self, 
experience increased emotional STRENGTH and PEACE.  Feelings are: necessary, valuable, instinctive messages from your CORE, 
they tell you how you are experiencing a situation, thought or sensation, each feeling has its own energy frequency signature, 
there is an extensive list of feelings in your journal to consider how each is unique.  You are literally hard-wired in your DNA, to 
experience emotional energies which tell you whether or not life feels SAFE and FAIR.  For your survival, your instinctive energies 
REACT in ALARM if you don’t feel safe.  

Also being a social being you are also hardwired to feel RESENTMENT if something doesn’t feel FAIR.  You are not held captive by
your feelings.  They only provide valuable insight into your experience. Your emotions will tell you: how you FEEL about things,
what you NEED, what INSPIRES you, when you are READY to… make CHOICES and CHANGES to enhance your life.
Your Spirit is your greatest resource to RESPOND to life.

S – SPIRITUAL ENERGY
Spiritually, know that when you TURN INWARD your Spirit is there waiting and invested in guiding you to become empowered, 
shining new light on life.  These are just some of the gifts of Spirit. This program animates Spirit in many ways.  You will soon 
begin to discover what resonates for you.  The program is designed to lead you to your own meaning, values, identity and 
purpose, helping you navigate your life. With practice you will become AWARE of your inner imbalance sooner, shifting back to 
balance before things become severe or extreme. Use a positive intention word or image (such as Spirit, Calm, Strength) to 
initiate your focus WITHIN. 

To sum it up, TURNING INWARD is a natural ability, can be done anytime and anywhere, and connects to the calm strength at 
your core. In essence, you are Coming Back to Spirit and your expanded mindset and resources.    

Relax and get comfortable,  to enjoy the images  and reflect on C.O.R.E. and P.I.E.S. 

CORE ENERGIES
PIES ENERGIES

Calm Physically

Open Intellectually

Receptive Emotionally

Engaged Spiritually

TURNING INWARD is a journey worth taking Coming Back to Spirit is within you.
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Take a few moments to reflect with your eyes closed.  Then record your experience, and consider the following questions.

JOURNAL comments on your experience of P.I.E.S. information and exercise.
CONSIDER the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1  Which of the PIES energies is the easiest for you to access when you need to turn inward to CORE?  Why?
2  How did you experience yourself…  Physically Calm?  Intellectually Open?  Emotionally Receptive?  Spiritually Engaged? 
3  How did your physical energy impact your other energies?
4  How can you see yourself using the Turning Inward technique in your life?
5  What else stood out for you as you experienced Part 1 – Preparing to be Present?

Give yourself time to PONDER over and PRACTICE what you have explored in Part 1 - PREPARING to be PRESENT – C.O.R.E. and 
P.I.E.S.  It is natural to understand the material intellectually first, and then take more time to process and apply the information 
and your experiences emotionally and spiritually.   I remind you to watch the video or reread the material numerous times, 
with/without music.  Pause frequently to consider what resonates for you. 

You can look forward to seeing something different each time, as your experience and definition of Spirit becomes more clear for 
you.  Spirit is the calm, strength at your CORE. As you gain insight, write your THOUGHTS down, especially the QUESTIONS that 
you ask yourself. Trust that there is WISDOM in your questions, and look to your Spirit for the answers. Remember to PRACTICE 
the BREATHING EXERCISES to TURN INWARD to your CORE anywhere, anytime.  With practice, it will become second nature.

Give yourself PERMISSION to take the time you need to experience, reflect and embrace your journey inward.

Summary of Concepts
Observer Mode
Turning Inward to your CORE
C.O.R.E. - Calm, Open, Receptive, Engaged
P.I.E.S. Energies to tune into your CORE

Part 1 OVERALL Questions to Consider
1 How have you experienced taking a step back to see things from an emotional distance, from Observer Mode?
2 How have you experienced turning inward to your CORE to find balance?
3 How have you experienced yourself… Physically Calm, Intellectually Open, Emotionally Receptive and Spiritually Engaged?
4 What else stood out for you as you experienced Part 1 Preparing to be Present?

This concludes Part 1 – PREPARING to be PRESENT
I hope you have learned the importance of turning inward to your natural resources.

Credits
Video written & created by Rose Fuller MEd RCC, copyright 2013 www.lifeinsimpleterms.net
Music provided by Kevin MacLeod, www.incompetech.com - There is Romance, Simple Duet, Silver Blue Light, Summer Day, 
Gymnopedie No 1

Your Next Video is:
PART 2 - ME and MY SPIRIT My Fundamental Relationship
Here you see the importance of making the Fundamental Choice to LIVE from SPIRIT.

See www.lifeinsimpleterms.net for more videos animating complex life scenarios in simple terms
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ANGRY?

Aggressive
Annoyed
Argumentative
Combative
Cranky
Critical
Defensive
Explosive
Exasperated
Frustrated
Furious
Moody 
Obstinate
Prickly
Rage
Reactive
Resentful
Violent

Interested
Kind
Loved
Love-struck
Lucky
Meditative
Motivated
Optimistic
Passionate
Peaceful
Pleasant
Pleased
Proud
Purposeful
Relaxed
Relieved
Satisfied
Spiritual
Supported
Sympathetic
Thoughtful
Trusting
Understood
Valued

HAPPY?
Affectionate
Appreciative
Blissful
Bubbly
Calm
Cared for
Caring
Centered
Confident
Comfortable
Connected
Content
Curious
Ecstatic
Elated
Empathetic
Energized
Excited
Fulfilled
Generous
Grateful
Humbled
Included
Inspired

Hurt
Indifferent
Invisible
Isolated
Lonely
Low
Mechanical
Melancholy
Miserable
Misunderstood
Needy
Oppressed
Pained
Perplexed
Powerless
Regretful
Rejected
Self-doubt
Sorry
Tired
Toxic
Unappealing
Victimized
Vulnerable

SAD?
Alone
Abandoned
Agonized
Apathetic
Apologetic
Ashamed
Bitter
Bored
Bullied
Cold
Confused
Defeated
Depressed
Devalued
Disappointed
Disconnected
Disoriented
Dismissed
Distant
Exhausted
Fragile
Grieving
Guilty
Hopeless

Submissive
Suspicious
Threatened
Traumatized
Wary
Worried

FEARFUL?
Anxious
Bewildered
Captive
Chaotic
Confused
Desperate
Dread
Fight, Flight
Freeze
Frantic
Frightened
Hesitant
Horrified
Hysteria
Nervous
Obligated
Overwhelmed
Paranoid
Powerless
Scared
Shocked
Shy
Spinning
Stressed

EMOTIONS ARE VALUABLE  Many times we cannot easily express how we feel because we are 
experiencing many emotions at once. Many of them are conflicting. These lists may help you 
become AWARE of how you feel in your independent life and in your relationships. 
What are the 10 emotions you most often experience? Why?

You may find yourself returning to this chart often as you proceed through the program. This list of emotions can be very 
helpful in identifying the emotional energy you are experiencing at any time.  All emotions resonate at their own specific 
frequency, so you can become practiced at identifying the energy and feeling of each.  You can use this list in endless ways:
1. To identify an emotion or group of emotions you are experiencing regarding an event.
2. Consider what emotions you experience when you are with certain people, in certain places or associated with things.
3. Consider what emotions have become habits, and may not even need to happen any more.
4. Consider what emotions you want to feel more, and go to Spirit to find out what needs to shift in order to make that 

happen.
5. Consider what emotions you have learned in your past are good, are bad, etc., and what beliefs you have about them.
6. What emotions do you experience the most when you are connected to Spirit?
7. What emotions do you see others experiencing around you?
8. What emotions are the most scary for you to experience?
9. What emotions throw you into a spin?
10. What emotions do you experience most often when you are spinning?
11. What emotions make you feel the most vulnerable?
12. What emotions make you feel the strongest?

Additional
Material
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Exercises to Practice Coming Back to Spirit
Here are 6 examples you can use to get out of your structured thinking and doing, and divorce 
yourself from your distractions.  This is key to Coming Home to your C.O.R.E., Coming Back to Spirit. 
Practice turning inward to become conscious to find the meaning in the common things.  Open up 
your energies, get curious and expand your vision to embrace your creativity to make fun a priority.  
You could choose to do any or all of the examples, or make up your own exercises. The purpose is to 
become aware and engaged in Spirit. Record your experience and any insights you had about 
yourself and your experiences with Spirit.

Practice what has 
meaning to you: 

inspiration
play  fun
curiosity
C.O.R.E.

turning inward
observer mode

exercise
friendship

creativity  peace
strength

connection to: 
Spirit, self,

nature, others
community

Practicing being present and conscious means going to observer mode to tune in.  You can do this at any time and it only 
takes a few seconds for you to know how you are doing.  Get creative about how you practice turning inward to your CORE.  
The more practiced you are, the more it becomes second nature.

Example 1 – COLLECT YOUR INSIGHTS AS YOU GO – I highly recommend you do this exercise in each 
part.  The insights you record as you go through the material for the first time, will become your 
collection of insights you will use for an exercise in the Wrap Up.   You may find insights in the text, in the 
videos and in what resonates for you from your story. They are valuable gifts of Spirit, so capture them 
even though you may not understand what all of them mean at the time.

Example 2 - WALK – You can turn inward to your CORE while you are walking.  What does your stride 
feel like? short? long? fast? slow? uphill? downhill?  How are your arms and legs moving?  How do your 
feet feel?  How does your spine feel? Are your muscles working hard, relaxing, stretching?  Once you find a 
comfortable walking pace and balance, turn your senses on and experience what is happening around you.  
What do you hear? see? feel the air, breeze, temperature, etc.  What does the air smell like?  You will find 
that the activity and energies around you either enhance your ability to turn inward to balance or they are 
a distraction.  Nature is a safe bet to help you in connecting to your core because nature’s energies 
resonate within each of us. 

Example 3 - SIT – You may choose to sit down to focus inward.  As you did with the previous exercises, 
make sure your body is supported and you are in an environment that resonates balanced energy.  You 
might choose to put music on to help create a peaceful rhythm or in silence you can listen to the subtle 
sounds around you.  
Remember to turn inward first to internal messages of posture, and then when balanced you can tune 
outward to the energies outside of you. Remember to PRACTICE the BREATHING EXERCISES to TURN 
INWARD to your CORE anywhere, anytime.  With practice, it will become second nature to you.  Spirit is 
the calm, strength at your CORE,

Calm Physically     Open  Intellectually     Receptive Emotionally     Engaged Spiritually
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Example 4 - Auto-writing 
Auto-writing is when you start with any word, image or just write down whatever comes to you. Don’t worry 
about thinking, or punctuation, or spelling, or even if it makes sense or not. Shift to your right brain, where 
you access creativity, experiences, images, feelings, Spiritual energy and expanded vision and connectedness 
to consciousness and imagination.   Let the energy flow.
If you have not done auto-writing before you may find rules and expectations getting in your way from time 
to time.  Just take a deep breath, relax and continue.  Know you are on track when this experience begins to 
feel random.  Go with it and let it unfold.  If you get stuck, then write about how it feels to be stuck. It can be 
like a conversation to yourself.  We have them all the time.  There is an inner dialogue going on constantly in 
our heads.  
With practice you may experience auto-writing as an almost unconscious experience where after having 
written something, you may not remember writing it.  This is an indication you have accessed your right brain, 
the gateway to your emotional, Spiritual and universal connectedness.  Auto-writing can help you naturally 
capture some creative insight, to give yourself a voice, to externalize a thought or feeling, to let go of thought 
energy that you are holding onto, to express something in detail that you may not even know you noticed, to 
connect with meaning in the little things.  When you have completed a page in your journal and you feel you 
have run out of focus for this exercise, then take a step away from it for a day or two.  When you return to 
this exercise take a highlighter pen, and highlight key words you see when you review your writing.  Keep 
your mind open to believing that certain words will jump out at you.  They may be emotion words, or action
words, or words you used many times.  See if these words resonate for you.  What do they tell you about 
how you feel, who you are, what has meaning, what you need?  Auto-writing works very well partnered with 
a relaxing walk, sitting in nature, gardening, doing artwork, or just a way to unwind. 

Example 5 - Doodling
We have all found ourselves mindlessly doodling on a piece of paper.  We just find the pen drawing a simple 
shape and repeating it in a pattern, including letters or words, with no particular picture in mind.  This is the 
subconscious, right brain offering a way to express itself without any pressure to create a perfect product. 
Like auto-writing, you can start anywhere, with any shape, mark, or thought. Don’t plan it, just let the pen or 
pencil do the work.  Be aware of what type of shape or stroke the pen wants to make… such as short jagged 
lines, long smooth lines, curves, straight, heavy, light, crossing, etc.  Get lost in the process of experimenting 
the feel of different lines.  You are practicing right brain’s abstract, creative and emotional gifts.
When you are done your exercise, reflect on what it felt like.  Was it hard not to criticize yourself, your end 
product? Was it easy to go with the flow?  How did you experience it?  How does this reflect on how you are 
experiencing your journey?

Example 6 - An Inspirational Collection 
You could collect images, photographs, you-tube videos, music, words, poems, pictures, articles, etc. 
that inspire you. etc. Write captions, comments, or descriptions that capture the meaning these hold 
for you.

MUSIC
Hallelujah 

(deeply heart-felt 
and hopeful)

Yesterday
(gentle reflections)

Christmas Carols
(I’m a kid again)

PICTURE
Keeping it simple 
is at the heart of 

everything

WORDS
Words that keep 

me grounded 
and remind me 

of simplicity

PHOTOGRAPH
Macy reminds me 
to think outside 

the box

PHOTOGRAPH
Macy is pure spirit 
and reminds me 
how accessible 

spirit is.

PHOTOGRAPH
Macy makes me 

laugh and 
laughter is 

essential to me!! 

Practice what has meaning to you: inspiration, play, fun, curiosity, C.O.R.E., turning inward, observer mode, exercise, friendship,
family, creativity, peace, strength, connection to: Spirit, self, nature, others, community.

Additional
Material
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PART 2   ME and MY SPIRIT

PART 2 – ME and MY SPIRIT – My Fundamental Relationship
Your Spirit is your FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONSHIP because it is always present and 
invested in you and your well-being. You take care of your Spirit, your Spirit takes care of 
you. 
Here, Coming Back to Spirit means: making a conscious Fundamental Choice to live from 
Spirit and its expanded resources.  

PART 2 will show you a simple way to ASSESS your MINDSET, and see the significance of coming back to Spirit's inspiration, peace 
and vision beyond your circumstance. Before we get into the material, let's start with a brief  C.O.R.E. exercise to PREPARE to be 
PRESENT from Spirit.
Remember, get comfortable in a sitting position and TURN INWARD:  
Turning Inward to Spirit; Slow, Deep Breaths; Calm Physically; Open Intellectually; Receptive Emotionally; Engaged Spiritually

Spirit   Peace   Strength   
Grounded    Centered

Now that your energies are grounded and relaxed... you can focus on exploring Spirit, your Fundamental Relationship and what 
it means to you. To get you started, here is a quick reminder of my definition of Spirit. 

Spirit is a Sacred Energy resonating at the very Core of you. Your Spirit energy is connected to everything inside 
and outside of you. It is always present to guide you as you live your human story. Inspiration, Creativity and 
Peace are just some ways you experience the presence of your Spirit’s energy.

PART 2 ME and MY SPIRIT animates how your Spirit is your greatest resource and trustworthy guide.  

PART 2 Key Segments
1 One Day - A poem animating 3 mindsets
2 Fundamental Choice A choice of A or B
3  Inspiration - What inspires you?
4 A Journey Alive Are you a Spirit or Human? 
Remember, you can PAUSE the videos at any time to reflect on the material. Take your time. 
Whether you have FELT DISCONNECTED for only MOMENTS, or for a LIFETIME  THE JOURNEY BACK TO SPIRIT  is within you.
In order to live from Spirit, it is necessary to be able to turn inward and ask yourself: Am I connected to my Spirit or do I need to 

Come Back to Spirit, My Fundamental Relationship?

KEY SEGMENT 1 – ONE DAY – Animating three distinct mindsets
Let's start by animating these two simple, but foundational concepts: 1 Being SELF-AWARE, 2 Notice how your MINDSET impacts 
everything

One Day 
One day I looked upon the sea,  
Dark as ink and full of gloom, 
I felt alone.
One day I looked upon the sea,  
It’s depths embrace such mystery, 
I felt hopeful.
One day I looked upon the sea,  
In breathless splendor life lives free, 
I felt inspired.
The power of the sea has many moods,  Or is it me?                   Rose Fuller 2005

Our mindset impacts everything… 
how we think, feel, perceive and believe!   Connect with your inspiration mindset and live inspired and resourceful!

JOURNAL comments on your experience of ONE DAY I LOOKED UPON THE SEA.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1   In which of these three mindsets do you spend the most time?
2   What does life look like from each of these, for you?
3   How does your mindset impact your experience?
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KEY SEGMENT 2 - FUNDAMENTAL CHOICE OF MINDSET A OR B
This segment animates how your MINDSET impacts your EXPERIENCE and how your EXPERIENCE impacts your MINDSET.  Let’s 
take a closer look at the A and B of  it.  It's all about your Fundamental Choice.  Simply put, The Fundamental Choice is between 
living from Spirit or living from a Spin. 

As humans, we are hardwired for both A - to RESPOND to resolve  and B - to REACT to survive.

From Observer Mode when you have emotional distance, A mindset is a simple choice to make.
But if you find yourself unable to take a step back from the chaos, it is easy to get caught up in the spin.   

CAPACITY
Let's use the visuals from the last segment to better animate the difference
between A and B mindsets.  
Consider how differently you have experienced these three mindsets. You have 
already experienced how different your CAPACITY was in each mindset. Here that 
difference is animated and contrasted by the size of each mindset's picture. 

Obviously when you are in INSPIRATION your CAPACITY is the greatest.  Let's see why.
In Inspiration Mindset, you have NATURAL EXPANDED RESOURCES. Your P.I.E.S. 
ENERGIES are OPEN, EXPANDING OUTWARD, to embrace possibility.

From SPIRIT you trust your natural occurring RESPONSE-ABILITIES of logic, vision,
insight, creativity and higher reasoning. From INSPIRATION, and SPIRIT your 
Fundamental Relationship, you APPLY your EXPANDED CAPACITY to resolve, learn, 
heal and move forward. 

In INSPIRATION your CAPACITY is naturally higher regarding: open and expanding energy, physical health, resilience, attention 
span, memory, self-care choices, setting boundaries, connecting with self and others, communicating clearly and decision making.

COPING and SURVIVING mindsets are DEGREES OF SPIN when you are off balance. From the SPIN your CAPACITY is DECREASED
to very LIMITED RESOURCES.  Fight, Flight, Freeze, tunnel-vision, fear, self-doubt, isolation and an impaired CAPACITY to: trust,  
resolve, heal, move forward, see beyond the immediate, etc.

Your P.I.E.S. energies are instinctively CONTRACTING so your CAPACITY decreases  to very LIMITED RESOURCES: tunnel-vision , 
fear, self-doubt, isolation, and an impaired CAPACITY to:  trust, resolve, heal,  move forward, and to see beyond the immediate.    
As you can see... A and B bring very different EXPERIENCES. 

Your MINDSET impacts your EXPERIENCE and your EXPERIENCE impacts your MINDSET. It is natural to flow from one mindset 
to another and back again. Use your OBSERVER MODE to take a step back to ASSESS your mindset.

Humans have a primal SOCIAL need for life to feel SAFE and FAIR. When life feels UNSAFE or UNFAIR, we instinctively REACT. 
Though physiologically your PRIMAL REACTION may kick in first, you have a FUNDAMENTAL CHOICE to make.  You can CHOOSE to 
continue to REACT from B-Spin, where you will find yourself instinctively posturing from a NEED TO Fight, Flight or Freeze or...
…you can Calm your P.I.E.S. Energies to return to A-SPIRIT, then consider how to RESPOND from your EXPANDED RESOURCES. 

Now that you know what to look for, you can TRUST your ability to instinctively ASSESS 
your MINDSET. Being AWARE of where you are, leads you to your  FUNDAMENTAL CHOICE
to live from A-Spirit or B-Spin.

You will be able to see Inspiration, Coping and Surviving mindsets in yourself, and in others. 
Just take the time to be AWARE. You can always shift back to Spirit.

Being AWARE of where you are, leads you to your FUNDAMENTAL CHOICE to live from A-Spirit or B-Spin. The following poem 
sheds light on the experience of Coming Back to Spirit, and the PROCESS of SHIFTING BACK to your Inspiration mindset.

A – Spirit
RESPOND

EXPANDED CORE
Inspiration
On Balance

Calm, grounded
Cooperation

Ally

B – Spin
REACT
LIMITED BY FEAR
Coping or Surviving
Off Balance
Fight, Flight, Freeze
Competitive
Adversary
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Where Am I Now?

Where am I now?  Things look so bleak,
I’m in a spin, I feel so weak.
SURVIVAL MODE, ALONE and blind
to see beyond my fearful mind.

It’s all a blur, and upside down,
I acted out, I was a clown.
Why do I fight?, or flight? or freeze?
From Spirit I can live with ease.

These spins create chaotic pain,
So much is lost, and what’s to gain?

Inspiration 
Coping

Surviving

JOURNAL your comments and REFLECT on your experience of the FUNDAMENTAL CHOICE.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.  Now that you know what to look for, you can 
TRUST your ability to instinctively ASSESS and ADDRESS your MINDSET at any time.

Take a moment to shift to OBSERVER MODE to ASSESS YOUR MINDSET now. 
1  Are you in Inspiration, Coping or Surviving? 
2  How do you know? 
3  What are your P.I.E.S. energies telling you?  
4  How do you feel? What is your sense of balance/imbalance? 
5  Do you feel grounded or vulnerable? 
6  How do YOU SHIFT BACK TO A-SPIRIT?
Remember you can use C.O.R.E. and your P.I.E.S. ENERGIES to influence your experience. 
7  What do you access from A?  (Inspiration, Creativity, Vision, Balance, Logic, Patience, Confidence, Clarity, etc.?)
8  How do you experience each mindset?

KEY SEGMENT 3 – INSPIRATION - Here you can identify times you have experienced 
being connected to your Spirit energy. 

Inspiration is a gift of Spirit. From INSPIRATION your ENERGIES are OPEN - OPEN TO 
HEALING, TO FINDING WISDOM in your story, AND MOVING FORWARD with renewed 
CONFIDENCE. WHEN INSPIRED, Your CAPACITY IS EXPANDED.  Your heart and mind is 
curious and engaged to consider, to imagine, to create and see possibilities, to find 
meaning, to explore.

This segment is about FINDING YOUR INSPIRATION. Live inspired... and inspire 
others. Inspiration is a personal experience of Spirit and speaks to the CORE of 
who you truly are.  Look for inspiration inside and outside of you.

This journey home is within me,
A thought away, of this I see.
INSPIRED now, my heart expands
Embracing more, it’s in my hands.

It’s my true self,  I am at peace, 
Let go of fear, a good release.
It all makes sense from this warm place,
I see ahead, and move with grace.   

Each time I find my sacred CORE,
I know my path and trust it more.
For that is when I truly feel, 
I fear no more, my Spirit’s real.
Rose Fuller 2013

I must take hold and then step back,
my energy and mind intact. 
I take a breath, eyes closed I sit,
Remembering to trust in IT.

My spin has slowed, inward I turn,
My safest place, where I will learn,
To come back home, my Spirit’s there,
To be my best, there’s no despair.

I’m COPING with my trials of life,
I see the HOPE beyond the strife.

Inspiration Mindset brings many gifts: Wisdom, Insight Healing, Peace, Hope, Faith, 
Inner Calm, Strength and Vision beyond detail and circumstance.
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JOURNAL your comments and REFLECT on your experience of INSPIRATION.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1 Who and what inspires you? 
2 Where do you find MEANING?
3 Where do you see the presence of Spirit? 
4 Who do you inspire? 
5 Can you spot the OPEN ENERGY - MIND AND HEART? 
6 What sparks your IMAGINATION? 

A musician friend said to me once, "I lose myself in the music."  then after a moment of thought,
he said, "No, I FIND MYSELF in the music.“
Step back from the many details of your life, to connect with your internal CORE ENERGY and honorable intention as you 
experience the final segment. Relax and enjoy! 

KEY SEGMENT 4 - A JOURNEY ALIVE asks: Are you a Spirit having a human experience... or the other way around?

A Journey Alive   
Life is a personal journey, a journey of choices. One that offers many paths along which you can travel,
as many paths as the droplets in the ocean. Beginning and ending, intersecting with others, influencing 
and being influenced, upon which you shape... your very own unique course... through this physical space called your life. 
In this space you can express your Spirit in the gentlest and most profound ways. To paraphrase Pierre Teilhard de Chardin...
Are you a human having a Spiritual experience? or Are you a Spirit having a human experience? Whatever your perspective, 
your life holds endless possibilities.  And at each bend along this path you may pause in stillness to determine your direction.

JOURNAL your comments and REFLECT on your experience of A JOURNEY ALIVE
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1 What did this segment mean to you?
2 How do you relate to the Spirit and the Human, or a balance of both?
3 How does this contribute to you defining Spirit for yourself?

The simplest CHOICE - A or B, can make the biggest difference in your life. Your Spirit, your Fundamental Relationship, provides 
you with an EXPANDED CAPACITY of Calm, Open, Receptive, Engaged Energies offering insight and clarity from an honorable 
intention. 
If you revisit the videos many times you can look forward to seeing something different each time, especially at your deeper 
emotional and spiritual levels. I encourage you to revisit your journal, to reflect on the INSIGHTS you have recorded... and 
consider all the ways Spirit is defined and expressed.  Your true definition of Spirit will resonate within.   

Summary of Concepts
Fundamental Relationship… with Spirit
Inspiration, Coping and Surviving mindsets
Fundamental Choice of A and B
What inspires you?
Is this a Spirit and/or Human experience for you?

This concludes  Part 2 - Me and My Spirit
I hope you have had some new insight re. Spirit, your Fundamental Relationship, Inspiration, Coping, Surviving mindsets, Spirit or 
Human or both?

Credits
Video written & created by Rose Fuller MEd RCC, copyright 2013 www.lifeinsimpleterms.net
Music by Kevin MacLeod, www.incompetech.com, Simple Duet, Fluidscape, Stoic Morning, Arcadia, Silver Blue Light, Autumn Day
Somewhere Sunny

Next video - Part 3 - Exploring My Spirit animates how Spirit shows up in your life every moment of every day, through Meaning, 
Values, Identity and Purpose.

Visit www.lifeinsimpleterms.net for more videos animating complex life scenarios in simple terms.

Inspiration, as Spirit, is inside 
you always.  Practice inspiration 
in the simplest ways. Let it be a 

natural part of you.  

Part 2 OVERALL Questions to Consider
1 How differently does your life look from inspiration, coping 
and surviving mindsets?
2 How do you shift back to Spirit?
3 What do you access from A – Spirit? (ex. inspiration, 
creativity, vision, balance, logic patience, clarity, confidence)
4 Who and what inspires you, who do you inspire?
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PART 3   EXPLORING MY SPIRIT

Your journey of
Coming Back to Spirit
unfolds in front of you,
offering you rich ways 
to engage in your life.

To get started by TURNING INWARD to C.O.R.E. and P.I.E.S.
Get comfortable, relax and engage with the music, words and images. 

Spirit is a Sacred Energy resonating at the very Core of You. Calm Physically.  Balance brings MEANING.
Your Spirit energy is connected to everything inside and outside of you. Open  Intellectually.  A restful mind VALUES life.
Spirit is always present deep within you to guide you as you live your human story. Be Receptive Emotionally. Inspired by your 
true IDENTITY.
Inspiration, Creativity and Peace are just some of the ways you experience your Spirit's energy. Engage Spiritually.  Wisdom 
within PURPOSE. Spirit is your Primary Point of Reference because it is always present at your CORE and invested in your well 
being.

PART 3  Key Segments
1  KNOW IT then LIVE IT
2  SPIRIT - Inner Book of Wisdom
Part 3 offers a practical look at Spirit.  You will have an opportunity to consider Spirit in both LITERAL (left brain) and CREATIVE 
(right brain) ways. Spirit energy resonates at a high frequency, to LIGHTEN, and ENLIGHTEN you. I remind you that what 
resonates for your Spirit is what really matters. Listen closely within.

KEY SEGMENT 1 - KNOW It then LIVE It  animating two levels of experiencing Spirit:
1)  KNOW IT, Intellectually define Spirit for yourself
2)  LIVE IT, Emotionally embrace Spirit to enrich your life
Simple words and pictures animate how to deliberately INTEGRATE SPIRIT into your everyday life.

KNOW IT then LIVE IT 
I have identified four aspects of Spirit: Meaning, Values, Identity and Purpose, which are integral in your 
everyday life. See what resonates for you.  

First you search to KNOW what has MEANING, then...
You can LIVE from your MEANING, and make life MEANINGFUL.

You search to KNOW what VALUES you have, then...
You can LIVE by your VALUES, be VALUABLE, and see the VALUE in others.

You search to KNOW your IDENTITY then... 
You can LIVE to expand your sense of IDENTITY... through an open-minded curiosity, to learn who you truly are.

You search to KNOW your PURPOSE then…. 
You can LIVE ON PURPOSE, deliberately
You can LIVE WITH PURPOSE,  inspired
You can LIVE FROM PURPOSE, a place of honorable intention. 

Keep it simple!  In simple terms…
• MEANING is the HEART of your Spirit
• VALUES are the VOICE of your Spirit
• IDENTITY is EXPERIENCING your Spirit
• PURPOSE is FULFILLMENT of your Spirit

KNOWING It then LIVING It is your own personal journey with Spirit.  Spirit can be a part of every experience if you embrace it.

PART 3 – EXPLORING MY SPIRIT – My Primary Point of Reference 

With CONSCIOUSNESS and INTENTION your Spirit can become your most intimate and 
powerful resource. In simple terms, it is your “go-to place” to consider any situation. 

Here, Coming Back to Spirit means: exploring what has Meaning, your Values, Identity and 
Purpose, all arising from Spirit. You'll define these for yourself, and experience how they 
are interconnected.
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JOURNAL your immediate comments of your first impression of KNOW IT then LIVE IT.
1 What is your first impression of Know It, Live It?
2 Which resonated more with you currently… Meaning, Values, Identity or Purpose?  Why?
3 Which of these do you feel you need to explore more?  Why?

During this segment you will be presented with information to explore MEANING, VALUES, IDENTITY and PURPOSE separately.  

To KNOW IT...you use your left brain (logical, literal) to INTELLECTUALLY define each. To LIVE IT...you use your right brain 
(emotional, creative) to EMOTIONALLY embrace Spirit in your life.
Take your time to determine the meaning this material holds for you. Meaning, Values, Identity and Purpose are intrinsically part 
of Spirit…so in simple terms, let Spirit be your guide.

To KNOW IT
Intellectually KNOW What Has MEANING

MEANING is the HEART of your SPIRIT  
As you are in your world, you naturally RELATE TO, and have an EXPERIENCE of people, places and things.  
Whether you are conscious of it or not, Spirit has a pure connection to your MEANING in each experience, expressed to you 
through your emotions.
It is easy to be distracted by detail and circumstance.  Listen within, to HEAR the MEANING at the heart of your SPIRIT.  
With consciousness you will become AWARE of what you innately KNOW your MEANING of each experience.

As a human, you have a RELATIONSHIP TO... everything.  
Your relationship to and your P.I.E.S. experience of… everything is unique and based on the MEANING each holds for you. 
Some things bring great joy and fulfillment… others may cause grief and stress. You can count on Spirit to show you what has 
MEANING to you because it will be HEART-FELT.

Then LIVE IT    
Emotionally Embrace Spirit to make life Meaningful

Now that you KNOW that Your MEANING is the HEART of your Spirit… consider how you tap into 
your own MEANING, and how you show your INTENTION to make life MEANINGFUL.
Love, friendship, peace, nature, family, making a difference,  sunsets, helping, contribution, 
meaningful, heart-felt, working hard, trustworthy, SPIRIT shows you what matters to you.

JOURNAL your comments of your experience of the MEANING segment.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1  What three things hold the most meaning for you in your life?  Why?
2  How do you take part in these to make them meaningful?

To KNOW IT
Intellectually KNOW  Your VALUES

VALUES are the VOICE of your SPIRIT. Your VALUES speak from your CORE and EXPRESS your Spirit’s HONORABLE INTENTION.  
Your EMOTIONS are intimately linked to your VALUES.  You will feel peace and fulfillment when you act from your VALUES, your 
moral points of reference.  

On the other hand, you FEEL DISCORD when you are acting contrary to your VALUES.  Emotions such as regret, healthy guilt or 
sadness will once again remind you when you have reacted from a Spin, temporarily SILENCING the VOICE of your SPIRIT. 

Consider how the following VALUES, are also your NEEDS: honesty, loyalty, fairness, safety, compassion, patience, forgiveness, 
kindness, empathy, generosity and integrity. 
From Spirit you act on these VALUES to make moral choices for yourself.  It is also human nature to instinctively want others to 
act from their values too, but when they don’t…  Step back, ground yourself, then decide whether to disengage, or if you feel 
safe, you may choose to respond to what is happening. 

SPIRIT is its own reward.  As you act on behalf of your honorable intention, from your VALUES, you can feel peace, happiness 
and fulfillment WITHIN. 



Then LIVE IT 
Emotionally Embrace Spirit  to Value and be Valued

Since your values are the VOICE of your Spirit consider how you LIVE from your VALUES, are VALUABLE 
and see the VALUE in others.  Loyalty, compassion, honesty, safety, kindness,  generosity, forgiveness,  
gratitude, appreciation, patience, SPIRIT is fulfilling unto itself.

JOURNAL your comments of your experience of the VALUES segment.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1  From the list above what 5 values are the most important to you?  Why?
2 Who has valued you in your life?  
3  What did it feel like to be valued?
4 How do you show others that you value them?

To KNOW IT 
Intellectually KNOW Your IDENTITY

IDENTITY is EXPERIENCING your SPIRIT
We often tend to define ourselves from the OUTSIDE, by how others know us, what we do for a living, what we look like, how we 
fit in and what others think of us. These are the DETAILS of our stories and do not determine the QUALITY of our CORE SELVES.

KNOWING your true IDENTITY means embracing your Spirit and what it offers. When you KNOW you are on track, you experience 
MEANING in life; instinctively act from your VALUES, FEEL WORTHY and KNOW you are VALUABLE. To look at it from the 
OPPOSITE SIDE... when you have been DISTRACTED from your SPIRIT, you INSTINCTLY KNEW "you were not yourself".
Your EMOTIONS tell you you're OFF track, and provide the instinctive INCENTIVE for you to REGAIN YOUR CONNECTION WITHIN. 

Then LIVE IT
Emotionally embrace Spirit from your true Identity

By exploring this program material,  in which you are already engaged: LIVING to expand your inner sense 
of IDENTITY, from an open-minded curiosity to know who you truly are. Consider how you experience  your
SPIRIT, your true IDENTITY. How do you express your True Self in your world? 

Identity is EXPERIENCING your Spirit: loving parent, hopeful child, considerate sibling, loyal friend, supportive partner, generous 
volunteer, creative artist, honorable athlete, honest plumber, invested doctor and trustworthy leader.

SPIRIT always makes a difference!

JOURNAL your comments of your experience of the IDENTITY segment.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1   How would you describe your internal identity?  Consider what has meaning to you, and what your values are, to answer this.
2 How do you express your True Self in your world?

To KNOW IT
Intellectually KNOW Your PURPOSE

PURPOSE is FULFILLMENT of your SPIRIT.  This means KNOWING, and attending to, your SPIRIT’S HONORABLE INTENTION 
everyday and over a lifetime.

Fulfilling your Spirit is an inward JOURNEY but it is also your REWARD each time you experience the peace and wisdom found in 
your inspiration and your resourcefulness within. 

You have both an internal and external purpose in your life. They are intertwined. Your inner purpose, fulfillment of your 
Spirit, will provide you with determination, inspiration and the expanded resources you need to fulfill your external purpose. 
For most people, this is to make a MEANINGFUL CONTRIBUTION or DIFFERENCE to your world, in a way of your choosing. 
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To LIVE IT
Emotionally embrace Spirit to LIVE your PURPOSE

LIVING your PURPOSE addresses three aspects:
- ON PURPOSE - Deliberately
- WITH PURPOSE - Inspired
- FROM PURPOSE - From a place of honorable intention

Live ON PURPOSE – Deliberately
Focusing inward to connect with your primary point of reference means deliberately staying in touch with your CORE. 

It is natural to have times in your life when you felt the pain of being distanced from Spirit. You can deliberately decide to 
RECONNECT to Spirit to heal from your pain and be SPIRITUALLY PRESENT again. Your SPIRIT was always present within and 
invested in you.  It is natural and instinctive to RECONNECT.

You can make DELIBERATE CHOICES all the time to HONOR YOUR SPIRIT, for example, to be at work on time, play fair and listen 
with care. Every choice from Spirit makes a difference within you. 
Consider how you LIVE DELIBERATELY, and how you can become more DELIBERATE about acting ON PURPOSE. 

LIVE ON PURPOSE – deliberately - determined, dedicated, committed, devoted, professional, accountable, consciously.  SPIRIT is 
both grounding and contagious.

JOURNAL your comments of your experience of the ON PURPOSE- Deliberately segment.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1   When are you on purpose, doing things deliberately from Spirit?
2  How do you know you are not on purpose?

Live WITH PURPOSE - Inspired
Remember that INSPIRATION is your most resourceful, powerful and 
open MINDSET.  Its ENERGY expands to embrace possibility.

Look for opportunities to express your SPIRIT and fulfill your human NEED TO CONTRIBUTE in MEANINGFUL ways.  
Consider the people, places and things that INSPIRE you. How do you embrace and express your inspiration?
LIVE WITH PURPOSE, be:
inspired, passionate, creative, artistic enthusiastic, courageous, committed, a leader, a visionary, a frontrunner with a quiet power 
within, etc. Live inspired and inspire others

JOURNAL your comments of your experience of the WITH PURPOSE- Inspiration segment.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1   How do you experience inspiration, with purpose?
2 What other ways can you initiate living with purpose?

LIVE FROM PURPOSE - a place of HONORABLE INTENTION
Life is about BALANCE… to balance your focus inside and outside of you.  
Be AWARE and ENGAGED in the world around you, and GROUNDED WITHIN.
KNOW that when you experience chaos, self-doubt and fear, you can simply redirect your FOCUS WITHIN, and return to your 
Spirit.  From clarity, you can deflect thoughts of self-doubt, and feelings of toxic guilt. KNOWING that you have acted from an 
honorable place of intention, you are ACCOUNTABLE WITHIN. Consider how you already KNOW when you are LIVING from your 
SPIRIT.  

LIVE FROM PURPOSE a place of honorable intention, sacredness, consideration,  grace,  respect, wisdom , integrity, be 
trustworthy, moral strength, honor, SPIRIT is in the little things.
JOURNAL your comments of your experience of the FROM PURPOSE- Honorable Intention segment.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1   How do you show that  you are coming from a place of honorable intention?
2 What in your world do you consider sacred?  Why?
3 List three things you are grateful for? 

ON PURPOSE

Deliberately

WITH PURPOSE

Inspired

FROM PURPOSE
A Place of 

Honorable Intention
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Now that you have explored Meaning, Values, Identity and Purpose in detail, consider the simplicity of Know It, Live It. 

First you search to KNOW what has MEANING, then...You can LIVE from your MEANING, and make life MEANINGFUL.  You 
search to KNOW what VALUES you have, then...You can LIVE by your VALUES, be VALUABLE, and see the VALUE in others.  You 
search to KNOW your IDENTITY then... You can LIVE to expand your sense of IDENTITY... through an open-minded curiosity, to 
learn who you truly are. You search to KNOW your PURPOSE then…. You can LIVE ON PURPOSE, deliberately You can LIVE WITH
PURPOSE, inspired You can LIVE FROM PURPOSE, a place of honorable intention. 

Keep it simple!  In simple terms: MEANING is the HEART of your Spirit; VALUES are the VOICE of your Spirit; IDENTITY is 
EXPERIENCING your Spirit; PURPOSE is FULFILLMENT of your Spirit; KNOWING It then LIVING It is your own personal journey 
with Spirit.  Spirit can be a part of every experience if you embrace it.

OVERALL IMPRESSION
1 What stood out for you this time around?
2  How do you better KNOW IT  this time around?
3  Did you find yourself relating deeper to the LIVE IT level of engaging from Spirit?  If so, in what ways?

Segment 2 SPIRIT, YOUR INNER BOOK OF WISDOM 
This segment provides another look at how Spirit is your intimate resource through your lifetime.
Your spirit is your own inner book of wisdom, from which pages you find clarity and guidance, purity and 
strength. Its wisdom is complete and beyond reproach, with all the answers to all the questions you could 
ever ask. Our challenge is to form the questions that will lead us to understanding our human experience, 
as we journey with Spirit. It is when you choose to tap into your inner book of wisdom that fulfillment in your life is possible.
And at times when you are not using this book of wisdom, your spirit is patient... waiting for you to return to its pages where 
peace and joy are waiting.        There are endless ways you can consider Spirit. Listen for what resonates for you.

JOURNAL your comments of your experience of the Your Inner Book of Wisdom  segment.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1   How did you relate to the Inner Book of Wisdom animation of Spirit?
2   When have you experienced your Inner Book of Wisdom?
3   How easy is it for you to believe that your Spirit is always present within?  Why? 
I encourage you to revisit the material many times and pause  to give yourself time to consider the concepts from Spirit. 
Capture your insights in your JOURNAL as you go. Spirit shines a new light on things. Be open to find your MEANING.

Summary of Concepts
My Primary Point of Reference KNOW IT  then LIVE IT
Meaning is the heart of your Spirit; Values are the voice of your Spirit; Identity is experiencing your Spirit; Purpose is fulfillment of 
your Spirit. 

This concludes PART 3 ME and MY SPIRIT
I hope you can now appreciate and recognize the ever presence of Spirit in your life through what has meaning, your values, 
tapping into your true identity and expressing and engaging in your purpose.

Credits
Video written & created by Rose Fuller MEd RCC, copyright 2013, www.lifeinsimpleterms.net
Music provided by Kevin MacLeod, www.incompetech.com, Sunny Somewhere, Clear Air, Silver Blue Light, There is Romance, 
With the Sea, Windswept, Thinking of You, Sunshine Vers 2.

The next video is Part 4 - The THREE PATHS OF SPIRIT.  You will explore many ways to experience and express your Spirit.
Visit www.lifeinsimpleterms.net for more videos animating complex life scenarios in simple terms

Your 
Inner Book 
of Wisdom

Part 3 OVERALL Questions to Consider
1 What three things hold the most meaning for you in your life? Why?
2 What values are the most important to your?  (honesty, fairness, compassion, patience, loyalty, generosity, integrity, 
consistency, valuing, empathy, etc.)
3 How do you express your true self, your Spirit?
4 When are you on purpose, doing things deliberately from Spirit?
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PART 4 will show you simple ways to express your Spirit, your way. 

Once again, I offer my definition of Spirit:  Spirit is a Sacred Energy resonating at the very Core of You. Spirit is connected 
to everything... both inside and outside of you. It is always present deep within you to guide you as you live your human 
story.  Inspiration, Creativity and Peace are just some ways we experience the presence of Spirit's Energy.

Before we get into the material, let's start with a brief CORE exercise to get centered and relaxed. Get comfortable in a 
sitting position, relax, focus on your slow, deep breaths and gently TURN INWARD.  This CORE exercise animates the fine line 
between Going to Spirit and Coming from Spirit.

GOING TO SPIRIT 
Turning inward, Letting go of tension, Expanding your being with each breath, 
Connecting with your Spirit's energy, Getting balanced, calm and strong, Inspired
from within.

COMING FROM SPIRIT
Grounded in peaceful clarity you see life in a new light,  Filled with passion and 
compassion you are inspired by Spiritual energy, Embracing your true self you 
feel lighter and enlightened, From an honorable intention you trust your instincts
and the wisdom at your CORE.

You will become more aware of the fine line between going to and coming from Spirit.  It is subtle but significant. 
As insights arise, make note of them. These are the gems that are resonating for you at your core. 

Whether you have FELT DISCONNECTED for only MOMENTS or for a LIFETIME,
THE JOURNEY BACK is WITHIN YOU.

PART 4  Key Segments

1  Three Paths of Spirit and  Experiencing and Expressing Spirit - Introverts and Extroverts Styles
2  Change and Transition - 12 R's to Get Ready
3  One, and Then Another - animating hope
You will explore your paths and how you can live from Spirit more consciously, and on purpose. 
The visuals in the following segment will help you to see past the COMPLEXITY of things to the simplicity of your CORE. 
As insights will lead to Change and Transition, you will explore the 12 R's of Getting Ready to Initiate or Respond to Change.  

As this journey is to expand your sense of self and engage from Spirit, you will find yourself choosing new ways to be present 
in your life. As you make choices, trust your inner wisdom to know which ways fit for you, at your CORE.

JOURNAL your EXPERIENCE of the difference between going to and coming from Spirit.
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1  What images, words, intention, etc. do you use to be aware of whether or not you are coming from Spirit?
2  What did it feel like to deliberately shift from the spin, and go back to Spirit?
3  How do you know you are coming from Spirit?  (physically, intellectually, emotionally, Spiritually?)  
4  How is your energy different when you are coming from Spirit?

PART 4   THREE PATHS OF SPIRIT

Peace   clarity      Passion Compassion

True self             Enlightenment        
Inner Wisdom      

Letting go     Expand     Connecting

Balanced       Strong      Inspired

PART 4 – THREE PATHS OF SPIRIT – Expressing My Spirit
Spirit is in your THOUGHTS, your FEELINGS and in everything you DO.  You will explore your 
three paths and how you can live from Spirit more consciously, and on purpose. 

Here, Coming Back to Spirit means: To focus inward to see the wisdom of your Spirit in your 
thoughts, feelings and actions.  Spirit creates clarity as you make choices and changes.
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From spirit
your intention is

honorable

KEY SEGMENT 1 - THREE PATHS OF SPIRIT
Expressing your true self, from an honorable intention

Although life is demanding and can distract you from experiencing your Spirit from time to 
time…  you can stay connected to Spirit in the simplest of ways, through the…  Three paths 
of Spirit – Physical (Doing), Intellectual (Thinking) and Emotional (Feeling).

Which paths do you relate to most?

Whatever path(s) you choose, each provides opportunity for you to experience and express 
your unique Spirit. Spirit is a Sacred Energy resonating your true self. You are on the path of 
Spirit when you have an honorable intention.

Physical Path - You are on the path of Spirit when you… DO things that express your 

Spirit
You might be a person of action, who relies on PHYSICAL energy and resources to show your 
true self. You connect to your world through your five senses. You are PHYSICALLY engaged 
in life, you help others create and complete projects, to make a difference in your own way. 
Physically, by deliberately grounding and calming your physical energy, your energies will 
naturally become a strong source of calm.
Physically you can offer…Safety   Balanced Energy   Strength

Intellectual Path - You are on the path of Spirit when you… TRUST what you KNOW 

by EMBRACING your THOUGHTS from Spirit
You might relate to the world from your INTELLECT.  You draw on your valuable knowledge 
and experience to solve problems and offer new perspectives.
Your memory, analytical thought, and vision allows you ways to engage and understand 
your world. From a balanced energy and calm mind, you can act on behalf of your Spirit, 
giving life profound consideration. 
Intellectually you offer Consideration, Knowledge and Understanding.

Emotional Path - You are on the path of Spirit when you…HONOR your FEELINGS as 

messages from Spirit. You filter your experiences through your HEART to understand how 
you feel what you need, want and what has meaning to you. 
From this balanced, grounded energy you know how to take care of your Spirit, trusting that 
your Spirit is there to take care of you. 
Emotionally you can offer Respect, Insight and Compassion. 

SPIRIT - All paths express Spirit. Live INSPIRED and INSPIRE others. From Spirit your 

intention is honorable.  All paths lead to Spirit. By accessing your: 
• Intellectual understanding,
• your Emotional insight and
• your Spirit's expanded vision,
you can take part in the Meaning and Purpose of your life in every moment.  

When you expand to connect with the UNIVERSAL ENERGIES of creativity, imagination and 
possibility, you can reach beyond your current circumstance to make amazing things 
happen.
Spiritually you can offer  HONOR, WISDOM and GRATITUDE. 
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You can experience and express your Spirit in many ways. Whatever path(s) you 
choose, remember when you are on the path of Spirit you are valuable and have 
valuable qualities and resources to offer.

Whatever path(s) you choose, you can trust your inner knowing.  Your Spirit is guiding 
you to find MEANING and make things MEANINGFUL.  

You experience the valuable gifts of Spirit for yourself, and in turn, you can offer 
these gifts to others.   IT IS WITHIN YOU.

JOURNAL your OVERALL EXPERIENCE of the THREE PATHS OF SPIRIT 
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1  Generally, what stood out for you most of all, as you viewed the Three Paths of Spirit for the first time? Why?
2  Which of the three paths did you relate to the most at this point? Why?
3  From which of the three paths do you express your Spirit most often?
4  What do you offer your world, when you are connected to Spirit?
I encourage you to revisit this past segment many times as there are many layers of meaning to experience.

EXPERIENCING and EXPRESSING SPIRIT
Introvert and Extrovert Styles

As the three paths animates, you can choose from your P.I.E.S ENERGIES to EXPERIENCE 
and EXPRESS your Spirit in the world.  One other influence on how you experience and 
express Spirit is the uniqueness of introvert and extrovert tendencies.

Each one of us has both INTROVERT (internally focused) and EXTROVERT (externally focused) energies. 
It is human nature to FAVOR ONE STYLE over the other, especially when you are processing your life experiences and 
expressing yourself.  

Introverts and extroverts have equal capacity to be engaged in the world Physically, Intellectually, Emotionally and Spiritually.  
They just have different ways of doing it.

Are you an INTROVERT?    
...taking life experiences to heart.

As an introvert, you turn your ENERGIES INWARD to process your experiences at a deep and private level. 
Being a quiet observer by nature, you have the power of MEANINGFUL OBSERVATION. 

You see the world through an insightful, sensitive and often artistic lens. 
It is, however, your responsibility to come out of your internal "DEN" 
to share your thoughts and feelings, to be truly understood.

Others may mistake your reserved demeanor for being shy, moody and insecure.  Quite the contrary, 
still waters run deep, especially when grounded in Spirit.  As you value your privacy, you may prefer 
to share your thoughts with a select few that you trust. This engenders mutual trust, as you honor others' right to privacy.

Given that humans have a deep need to be heard, your investment to listen from your heart is a most precious gift to others.
You can be very PASSIONATE about things, so you draw on your extrovert energies to ANIMATE your enthusiasm.
Offering your energies to others is meaningful to you, but can drain your P.I.E.S. resources, so you SEEK SOLITUDE to regenerate
your energies. 

You FEEL LIFE deeply, which can be painful at times, but you have learned to TRUST your EMOTIONS to identify your NEEDS and 
what CHOICES are right for you.
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Are you an EXTROVERT? 
...meaning you turn your ENERGIES OUTWARD, to process OUT LOUD.

You use Physical, Intellectual and Emotional energies to animate your thoughts and feelings. Processing
OUT LOUD helps you to make sense of things. Being externally focused, you talk through issues with many 
people, hearing their opinions and exploring the merits, before deciding on what choices fit for you. 
It can be easy for others to know "where you are" in your process, because it happens OUT LOUD.

As an extrovert you may find that you process situations quickly, and have to wait for others to catch up.
From Spirit, these are opportunities to practice patience and self-discipline.  If you don't come from Spirit, 
you will find yourself shifting into REACTIVE Spin energy, where others will experience you as insensitive and pushy. 
As an extrovert, connected to your Spirit, you are reflective, insightful and your open, animated energy can be 
entertaining, playful and contagious. 

As an introvert or an extrovert you can deeply experience the presence of Spiritual energy in your life.
From an HONORABLE INTENTION, all paths lead to experiencing and expressing Spirit, your true self, and unique gift. 

JOURNAL your EXPERIENCE of the material on Introvert and Extrovert
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1  Do you consider yourself an introvert or an extrovert?  Why?
2  What insights have you gained re. differences of introverts & extroverts?
3  What do you appreciate about both?
4  To whom do you relate to easier, introverted or extroverted people?  Why?

As you have gained insights, new appreciation of Spirit and your journey with it, you will naturally be led to making CHOICES 
and CHANGES as you move forward. 

Consider this stage, as FINE TUNING, where SMALL changes can make a BIG difference such as: deliberately SHIFING from a Spin, 
BACK to your SPIRIT mindset, going to your OBSERVER MODE before getting caught up in someone else's spin energy, and looking 
at life through the LENS of your Spirit's EXPANDED RESOURCES. These SIMPLE but VALUABLE CHANGES make you more 
resourceful to RESPOND and RESOLVE things within. 

The following segment touches on the challenging but necessary process of Change and 
Transition.  Trust Spirit as your guide.

With a conscious intention, you can accomplish both the journey back, and the daily commitment to Spirit. Keep the path clear 
ahead of you for your internal walk with Spirit.

Your insights from Parts 1-4 will inevitably result in your energy expanding to embrace CHANGE, to engage in your life differently.
Spirit provides clarity... to make MEANINGFUL CHANGE and to make CHANGE MEANINGFUL.

Staying connected to your Spirit will be a stabilizing influence as you experience the bumpy road of Change. Spirit gives you 
balance as you enter into the chaos of the Transition Zone...where you feel you are caught... between the Old and the New.

Coming Back to Spirit has been about making your most valuable CHANGE of all…
to FOCUS INWARD... to connect with your Spirit and all that it offers. 

You have focused on your internal reality, your CORE, and what resonates with your 
Spirit.  In doing so, you have embraced subtle changes that can make a big difference 
in the quality of your life.
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Your Spirit knows what changes are necessary and valuable to your authentic self. 
Many sides of CHANGE:
Initiating change, Responding to change, Hoping for change, Fearing change, Internal change, External change.  Change is 
necessary and natural, but remains challenging.  Consider how YOU experience CHANGE. 

Maybe CHANGE gives you a sense of NEWNESS, a FRESH START. Do you prefer to maintain the status quo... feeling SAFE and 
STABLE?

How about your STYLE of CHANGE?
Consider two STYLES of CHANGE:

1 ACTION-FIRST individuals jump smack into the middle of things, EMBRACING THE MOMENT... 
initiating change and GOING WITH THE FLOW when change happens around them. 

2 PLANNERS delve into ORGANIZING the DETAILS by researching.  
They like to put things into order and considerately PLAN EACH STEP. 
You may find some CHANGES bring out the ACTION-FIRST side of you, and others, the PLANNER side.

What STYLE do you use most often? 
CHANGE can create SPINS and SPINS can identify the NEED for CHANGE.

Go to Observer Mode to see the spin as a SIGN... your Spirit is telling you to pay attention.
There is wisdom in your spin, as it helps you identify what you NEED, WANT, FEAR, etc.

From Spirit, go to your CORE to find balance as you ride the wave of change. WHAT-ever or 

WHEN-ever the change, the TRANSITION ZONE comes next!

TRANSITION is the ADJUSTMENT to a Change event.  

You may be the one INITIATING the change, or the one RESPONDING to a change. 
Nevertheless, you will need to navigate the Transition Zone… caught between the 
OLD and the NEW. It is natural to feel disoriented... so turn inward and ground yourself.
Keep yourself CALM, as you OBSERVE yourself experiencing the NATURAL and NECESSARY
CHALLENGE of TRANSITION. 

Remember you are making sense of the change Physically, Intellectually, Emotionally and most of all Spiritually.  This is time well 
spent... filled with OPPOSING THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS. This is known as "storming", flipping back and forth as you weigh 
your options.  This is a NATURAL and NECESSARY process... so don't mistake it for being indecisive or insecure.

Transition can be… Traumatic, Hopeful, Scary, Painful, Exciting, Time consuming, Overwhelming, A tug-of-war, Exhausting and 
Fulfilling.

JOURNAL your EXPERIENCE of the material on Styles of Change and the Transition Zone
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1  How do you relate to change?
2  What is the most challenging part of change and transition for you?  Why?
3  Are you an action-first or planner?
4  What do you like most about change?
5  Is it easier for you to adjust to someone else’s change or initiate change yourself?  Why?
6  What emotions come up for you the most when you are faced with change?

CHANGE, internal and external, 
WILL TAKE HOLD if it RESONATES AS TRUE with your Spirit. 
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Consider the following 4 Stages of Change:
Stage One – Consideration - You may feel desperate or just exhausted, because you need something to change.  You find yourself 
considering change but don’t know where to start.   
Stage Two – Get Ready - You may feel: READY TO BE UNSTUCK...which means you are motivated to seek out new ideas or 
perspectives.  Your eyes and ears are OPEN to LEARN MORE. The 12 R's can help you GET READY.
Stage Three – Initiate or Respond - You may feel READY TO TAKE ACTION: meaning you are ready (P.I.E.S.) to INITIATE your 
changes and choices in your world. 
Stage Four – Maintain and Re-assess - This is the stage where you are counting on your Spirit to assess how the change is 
working, or in what ways it needs to be fine tuned, to enhance your life.

For our purposes, we are focusing on Stage 2 – GET READY, as you have already recognized some things you want to change. 
Next comes a visual that can help you GET READY.  
The list of 12 R’s provides you with a concrete path through the abstract and often confusing landscape of Change and Transition.
From your Spirit, your mind and heart energies are open and receptive. Access your Spirit's expanded resources as you proceed 
through the 12 R’s of Readiness.

Ready????   Ready for what?  
It is natural to feel a rush of enthusiasm and momentum for change. You may FEEL 
READY but READY FOR WHAT?

You can apply everything you know about A and B emotions to ASSESS your READINESS.
TUNE INTO the fine line between the energies of...
A - EXCITEMENT  and  B – ANXIETY

From Spirit, Simply ask yourself...

When in doubt, connect with your Spirit to recycle
through the 12 R's again.   For complex EMOTIONAL
issues, take EXTRA TIME to practice the 12 R's INTERNALLY.

Trust that your heart and Spirit will know when you are ready. When you are READY to 
initiate your changes EXTERNALLY you will feel an internal  GROUNDED DETERMINATION 
and FORWARD MOMENTUM.

JOURNAL your EXPERIENCE of the material on the 12 R’s Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to 
explore your meaning of this material.
1  Which of the 12 R’s is the most important to you as you Get Ready to make change happen? Why?
2  Which of the 12 R’s is the most challenging?  Why?
3  How do you know you are ready physically to make change?
4  How do you know you are ready intellectually to make change? 
5  How do you know you are ready emotionally to make change?
6  How do you know you are ready Spiritually to make change?
7  How do you know you are not ready?
8  How do you experience the momentum of feeling Ready?

until you feel…
READY to Initiate change.

Start with what is do-able.

The 12 R’s of READINESS

From A – your intention is to:
RESPOND (1), RESOLVE (2),

by knowing your 
RIGHTS (3), RESPONSIBILITIES (4),

exploring the 
RISKS (5), RESISTANCE (6),

and if not READY, 
RECYCLE (12) through the 
12 R’s 

assessing your READINESS (11), reviewing your
REHEARSAL (9), RESEARCH (10),

tapping into your
RESOURCES (7), REFRAMES (8),
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One, 
and Then Another

Now, to wrap up 

Part 4 - Three Paths of Spirit 
Relax and enjoy a change of focus. Here is a simple poem with a simple message.

One, and then Another
This poem animates HOPE, and BELIEVING  in the ripple effect of Spirit's energy. 

JOURNAL your experience of ONE, AND THEN ANOTHER 
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1   What specifically stood out for you?
2   How easy is it for you to trust that a small act from Spirit can create a very meaningful ripple?
3   When have you experienced the ripple effect?  
4   When have you started a ripple by offering your Spiritual energy (generosity, compassion, patience, etc.)?

Trust that you can make a difference in your life, and in the lives of others. Revisit this material  and TAKE YOUR TIME to 
consider the concepts from Spirit and honorable intention. Capture your insights even if they appear to be random thoughts or 
feelings.  Messages from Spirit will make sense at some point.

Summary of Concepts
Three Paths of Spirit
Introvert Extrovert
Experience and Express Your Spirit
Change and Transition
One, and then Another

This concludes PART 4 - THREE PATHS OF SPIRIT

Credits
Video written & created by Rose Fuller MEd RCC, copyright 2014, www.lifeinsimpleterms.net
Music provided by Kevin MacLeod, www.incompetech.com - Sapphire Isle, Facile, Fluidscape, Somewhere Sunny, Sovereign, 
Silver Blue Light, With the Sea, Aretes, Gymnopedia No. 1

The Next Video is the Wrap Up offers: My Expanded Definition of Spirit, A Look Back at What Coming Back to Spirit has meant, 
Exploring Your Insights Making Sense of the Chaos

Visit www.lifeinsimpleterms.net for more videos animating complex life scenarios in simple terms

One breath, one hope, 
one shooting star… 
and then another.

One thought, one voice, 
one dream comes true… 

and then another.

One kindness, one touch, 
one step in peace… 
and then another.

One choice, one change, 
one spirit soars… 

and then another.

One pond, one stone, 
one ripple forms… 
and then another.

One at a time, 
one finds their way… 

and then another.

R Fuller 2000

Look for glimpses of Spirit 
in and around you…

They are everywhere.

Spirit’s energy creates a ripple effect 
resonating within and without.

You take care of your Spirit, 
Your Spirit takes care of you.

Part 4 OVERALL Questions to Consider
1 From which of the three paths do you relate the most, at this point?  (Doing, Thinking, Feeling)  Why?
2 Do you consider yourself an introvert or an extrovert?  How do you know?
3 What is the most challenging part of change and transition for you?  Why?
4 Which of the 12 R’s is the most important to you right now as you Get Ready to make changes happen?  Why?
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WRAP UP for Coming Back to Spirit

Congratulations for your hard work.  Gathering insight can be challenging, but it's 
always worth your time and attention. 

You have seen many animations of Spirit offered in this video series.  It is my hope that 
you have gained clarity regarding the presence and purpose of Spirit in your life.

WRAP-UP Key Segments:
1 What Coming Back To Spirit has Meant
2 My Expanded Definition of SPIRIT
3 Exploring Your Insights
4 Making Sense of the Chaos
5 Questions To Consider

KEY SEGMENT 1 - WHAT COMING BACK TO SPIRIT HAS MEANT
As you progressed through the program, you connected to 'Coming Back to Spirit' in different ways. 
Each validated how your inner journey back to Spirit can be immediate and always accessible. 

In PART 1, 
Coming Back to Spirit meant…
ACCESSING your P.I.E.S. ENERGIES to RETURN to your CORE to experience your SPIRIT energy.
You learned to be Calm Physically, Open Intellectually, Receptive Emotionally and Engaged Spiritually. 
You know how Turning Inward to your CORE, Prepares you to be Present in your life, from an UNCOMMON CONSCIOUSNESS. 

In PART 2, 
Coming Back to Spirit meant…
making a conscious FUNDAMENTAL CHOICE to LIVE from SPIRIT and all its expanded resources.
You have a deeper appreciation of your INSPIRATION mindset and its expanded capacity. 
And in contrast, how LIMITED your Spin reactive mindset is… fight, flight, freeze. 
You now know that Spirit is your FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONSHIP and is always present and invested in you and your well-being.
You take care of your Spirit, your Spirit takes care of you.  When you lose your balance, you can now trust that your Spirit energy 
will never abandon you.  Spirit will patiently wait for you to return.

In PART 3, 
Coming Back to Spirit meant…KNOWING IT by defining your MEANING, VALUES, IDENTITY and PURPOSE
then LIVING IT by making life Meaningful On Purpose, Valuing yourself and others With Purpose, and 
honoring your true Identity From Purpose. You can trust that Spirit is your GO-TO place, your intimate, 
and most trustworthy guide. With CONSCIOUSNESS and INTENTION you can tune into your Spirit’s presence
in every moment, every day, for your lifetime.

In PART 4, 
Coming Back to Spirit meant… tuning into how your THOUGHTS, FEELINGS AND ACTIONS are connected to 
your Spirit.  You explored how you could EXPRESS YOUR SPIRIT, and your HONORABLE INTENTION using 
whatever path(s) you choose.
As either an Introvert or Extrovert, by simply choosing to be on a path of Spirit you were reconnected to 
your natural gifts. Spirit is its own reward. Feeling empowered is a great INCENTIVE to LIVE CONCIOUSLY from Spirit.
You were reminded that life looks very different through the lens of your Spirit’s wisdom, gratitude, honor and grace. 

You have explored the TRANSITION ZONE and the 12 R's you can apply to Get Ready to make MEANINGFUL CHANGE.

With a conscious intention, you can accomplish both the journey back,
and the daily commitment to Spirit. 

Keep the path clear.
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JOURNAL your experience of What COMING BACK TO SPIRIT Has Meant
Consider the QUESTIONS provided, to explore your meaning of this material.
1 Which of the four parts was the most valuable to you?  Why?
2 Which of the four parts was the most challenging to you?  Why?
3 What does COMING BACK TO SPIRIT mean to you?

KEY SEGMENT 2 - My Expanded Definition of SPIRIT
It is time to expand your focus from your JOURNEY WITHIN to embracing the BIG PICTURE. To this end, let's take a new look at 
my definition of Spirit. My original definition of Spirit is basic. Here are some ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS that shed light on the 
bigger landscape of SPIRIT.  
I have believed in Spirit since I was a child, looking at the world through a lens of possibility and wonder.  I am grateful that I was 
encouraged to ask questions. As a result I have a deep respect for questions and the value of curiosity. 

Since you too are asking questions and are curious to understand life, you are part of a significant global journey of consciousness 
and connectedness. It is an exciting time to be alive, as the internet affords us access to accumulated insights gathered from 
every discipline, throughout history to today. We travel this journey from the privacy of our own hearts, connect to, and share 
in, the triumphs and challenges of humanity worldwide. 

My language and strong beliefs about the presence and connectedness of Spirit have been 
confirmed every day I work with clients as a Registered Clinical Counselor.  

Even though I have been surrounded by wonderful and dedicated practitioners for over twenty years, my most
profound reassurance of Spirit’s presence has been as a witness to clients succeeding to understand and heal 
their CORE selves. We are all part of the same journey.  

Your ENDEAVORS WITHIN were also inspired by your innate need to understand and experience the sacred energy at your core. 
In this we are more alike than we could ever be different.  Over the centuries this journey inward resulted in such practices as 
yoga, mindfulness, meditation, hypnosis and ceremony.  We created myths and rituals, religions and built great monuments to 
honor the power of the unexplained.  Remember your journey within is the shortest and most accessible 
road to tap into the wonder of it all.

Perhaps, as for all of us, what drives your curiosity is simply  your mind wanting to prove what your Spirit 
already knows… everything is connected.  Science has proved that we are made of the same stuff as everything
in the universe. It has also proved that there is more potential to each of us humans than we can image at this 
point. 

Simply put, we are a collection of ENERGIES, physical, intellectual, emotional and Spiritual, resonating at 
different frequencies.  Everything is connected through space, which is far from empty and meaningless.  

You are practicing your UNCOMMON CONSCIOUSNESS when you LISTEN CAREFULLY to your SPIRIT WITHIN. 
We have all experienced Spirit in our own way at times, as EVENTS.  The real challenge as humans is to stay 
focused on this connection as a LIFESTYLE.  This kind of mindfulness is uncommon, yet when you connect with
the strength, peace and wisdom within you, you are reminded of the consistent presence of Spirit.

You can CONSCIOUSLY EXPAND to embrace SPIRIT in the bigger picture, to tap into the wisdom and wonder in 
the world around you and beyond. As an athlete, artist, teacher and counsellor, I am forever grateful for Spirit’s
energy in my life. Being tuned into Spirit has offered me opportunities and gifts along my journey beyond what
I could have envisioned for myself at the time.

We all have within us the power of creativity, humor, insight and imagination.  From inspiration our energy
vibrates at the highest frequency.



This energy expands our consciousness to: artistically embrace thoughts and ideas as images and spatial dimension. It allows us 
to be lost in time as we travel to the abstract and colorful space of imagination. We are gifted abilities to capture a small glimpse 
of these miracles on paper, in a sculpture, in a song, or poem, through the lens of a camera and in the movement of a dance. 
Such are the miracles of Spirit.  

We can also expand our connection by breathing life into a musical instrument, or simply by taking 
a walk in nature where, from a quiet mind, we can hear the music of Spirit in the wind.

Look back at your JOURNAL, to the insights you have captured there.
These are gems to be treasured, as glimpses of your unique inner mystery, your concerns, your 
fears, hopes and dreams. Consider them again with a new eye and heart from Spirit, your true and 
powerful self.

JOURNAL your comments of your experience of the Expanded Definition of Spirit.
1 What stood out for you in the expanded definition of Spirit? Why? 
2 How do you relate to Spirit in the bigger landscape?
3 How does this help you define Spirit for yourself?

KEY SEGMENT 3

Insights that CHANGE your POINT OF VIEW can EMPOWER you with INCENTIVE and MOMENTUM for change. HEALING is a 
natural, intrinsic process. Exploring your INSIGHTS from your CONSCIOUS INTENTION to HEAL, releases the energies of pain, loss, 
fear and beliefs that no longer serve you. 

Remember to LOOK and LISTEN for INSIGHTS.  They are evidence of your WISDOM WITHIN!

KEY SEGMENT 4

Now that you have insight into your experiences, you will be able to find MEANING, identify FEELINGS and NEEDS, and assess 
your READINESS to address them.  No matter how you explore your issues, insights ENLIGHTEN.

Connect with your Spirit to view your insights from a grounded and calm OBSERVER MODE. 
Some of these "gems" will relate to your Spirit, your Spins, your PAST and some will relate to 
your life in the PRESENT.  Insights that identify how you HURT, can RELEASE your pain energy, 
and help you identify what you NEED to HEAL.

You have been encouraged to explore the program material in a creative way, to tap into your 
Spirit energy.

In this Wrap Up segment there are ways to make sense of the chaos, using both your RIGHT 
brain and LEFT brain capacities. Combining your right and left brain abilities brings BALANCE and 
a DEEPER CONSIDERATION to your experiences.
Your left brain ponders the questions while your right brain tunes into how you are feeling.  
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WRAP UP
Summary of Concepts

What Coming Back To Spirit has meant  
My Expanded Definition of SPIRIT
Exploring Your Insights
Making Sense of the Chaos

This concludes the Wrap Up
Now that you have completed the program material you may find some insights 
come easily, and others are yet to be revealed.  It's OK... trust they will make sense in time.

Credits
Video written and created by Rose Fuller M.Ed. R.C.C. , copyright 2013, www.lifeinsimpleterms.net
Music provided by Kevin MacLeod, www.incompetech.com - There is Romance, Sovereign, Silver Blue Light, Summer Day

For more videos animating complex scenarios in simple terms visit www.lifeinsimpleterms.net

This concludes COMING BACK TO SPIRIT Video SERIES

I encourage you to revisit the VIDEOS over the coming weeks and months. Your inner journey to insight will continue naturally at 
all levels. You have captured many insights in your JOURNAL. Reflect on your writings, from your creative mindset to tap into 
your heart-felt resonance.

Congratulations to you for your hard work!  Coming Back to Spirit is always within you.

Wrap Up OVERALL Questions to Consider
1 How do you relate to Spirit in the bigger landscape?
2 What does Coming Back to Spirit mean to you now?
3 Which program concepts were the most valuable to you?  Why?
4 How will you relate to Spirit in your life now?

Coming Back…to your authentic self is a journey back home.

Physically… to trust your physical energy will ground you, strengthen you and expand to 
embrace possibility.
Intellectually… to trust your thoughts, your knowledge and experience, offering clarity 
and vision.
Emotionally… to come back to your Heart, where you instinctively know what you need to 
feel happy, safe, loved and fulfilled. 
Spiritually… to trust that your Spirit is always present and invested in you and your well-
being. You take care of your Spirit, your Spirit takes care of you.
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Exploring Your Insights

Your Spirit provided you with insights while you were exploring the program material and your inner 
landscape.  Take the time to look for the MEANING each holds for you. You will find "AHA's" in the text 
and in your journal writing: some related to Spirit, some to do with your Spins, some about the PAST and 
some about the PRESENT. They are valuable gems. 

Insights that identify how you hurt, can release the pain energy to heal.  Insights that change your point 
of view can empower you with incentive and momentum for change. Your MEANING will be clear quite 
easily for some insights, and with others your deeper understanding will unfold over time.  

You can trust that your wisdom is within you and when the time is right the wisdom will appear. 
I recommend you explore the whole program several times, to experience deeper clarity and 
congruence, as you process at your Emotional and Spiritual levels.

This is a left brain exercise that creates a logical, sequential process to reflect on your insights. It will be 
necessary to go back to your journal to highlight all the insights you found in the text and in your own 
notes.  This template shows you how you can work with your insights to identify meaning and create 
purpose. Take a step back and connect with your Spirit to view your insights from a grounded and calm 
OBSERVER MODE. 
Below I have given you some examples of how you can utilize this template.
To get started choose a few of your insights and record them on in the left column of your Exploring My 
Insights Worksheet.  You can always go back to your journal to add more to this worksheet once you get 
familiar with this process.
1) Insights  - Take some time to consider them all together, to see how they shed new light on your 

perspective of things.  Next consider each insight individually.  
2) Finding Meaning - What is meaningful about each insight?  
3) Creating Purpose - Use “I can…, I will…, It’s OK…, I know…, I trust…” to prompt a statement of 

action with purpose to practice Spirit.

Insight 

We learn to be Spiritually 
Present or Spiritually 
Absent in our lives.

Finding Meaning    

I have been Spiritually absent for a while now, 
distracted from Spirit and in a spin.  No 
wonder life has felt so severe.

Creating Purpose
Choose from  “I can…, I will…, It’s OK… I know… I 
trust…” to create a statement of purpose.

I can always return to Spirit. Spirit is 
waiting patiently for me to return.

I don’t focus on myself.  Turning inward feels like I am being selfish, 
so I keep myself busy focusing on others.  

I will give myself permission to care for 
myself. In turn I can be my best for 
others, which is very important to me.

I forgot how inspired I felt when I used to 
take my camera for a walk, and just take 
pictures for fun.

It’s been a very long 
time since I have done 
something creative, 
like my art work.

It’s OK to play and have fun. Spirit 
reminds me that having fun and being 
inspired are necessary, for me to be my 
best and true self.

In survival mode I 
can’t even tell you how I 
am feeling right now.

When I am in a big spin, my emotions get 
all mixed up.  Survival mindset always makes 
everything feel and look more severe than it 
really is.

I know I need to ground myself. I trust 
that my emotions are messages, not 
monsters. They help me identify my 
needs, so I can make choices.

I trust my physical calm and 
grounded energy will positively 
influence how I think, feel, perceive 
and believe.

When I tune into my 
physical energy I can feel 
myself coming out of my 
Spin.

Paying attention to my physical energy is 
completely natural when I am in 
inspiration mindset.  I have done it plenty 
of times without even thinking about it.

Exploring My Insights 

Additional
Material
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There is wisdom in the questions.

1 The Fundamental Choice of A and B
What issues am I experiencing from my Spirit and from my 
Spin?
2 Assessing your mindset.
Am I in Inspiration, Coping or Surviving regarding each issue?

3 You may feel stuck and you find yourself waiting.
With what issues do I need someone else’s cooperation, 
investment or participation before taking (further) action?
4 You may feel self-doubt.
What issues make me feel I don’t know enough or lack 
experience?
5 You may feel isolated and alone
What issues make me feel physically or emotionally alone?
6 You may feel like you are in between a rock and a hard 
place.
What issues do I feel create a dilemma between my head and 
heart or I fear will hurt someone else?
7 You may feel bullied.
What issues are occurring in a Feardom landscape where 
power games are the hidden agenda?
8 You may feel you are at battle with the world.
What issues am I experiencing as an adversary?
9 You may feel anxious, distracted, nervous or reactive.
What issues involve a Fear Factor? How severe is my fear?

Additional
Material

Making Sense of the Chaos

10 You may feel disoriented.
What issues involve change and being in the Transition Zone?
11 You might feel intruded or dumped on.
In what issues are my boundaries from my Spirit or Spin?
12 You may feel panic and fear.
In what issues have my needs turned to fears?
13 You may feel words are being used as weapons.
In what issues do I see myself as an Ally or Adversary?
14 You may feel pain.
In what issues am I in a process of hurting or healing?
15 You may feel sad and empty.
What issues involve grief and loss?
16 You may feel a state of shock.
In what issues do I feel traumatized and disoriented?
17 You may feel a loss of trust.
In what issues am I in self-certainty or self-doubt?
18 You may feel frustration or rage.
In what issues is my anger healthy or toxic?
19 You may feel off balance, disconnected.
In what issues are my relationships in balance and imbalanced?
20 You may feel you are spinning out of control.
What issues are my own vortex and which are someone else’s?

What does your assessment of each issue tell you so far 
about your Relationship To... and experience of your life 

issues overall, and specifically?

20 Questions 

If you relate to the feelings associated with each question, you may want to explore them by writing in your JOURNAL, to find 
more clarity about your experiences.  

The 20 Questions are designed to help you identify hidden influential forces.  Questions 1 and 2 start with the two most 
influential forces we experience… the ENERGIES of A and B, and the POWER of your mindset. 

If you see a pattern of prevalent emotional experiences, it may be that you have uncovered an influential force that is 
impacting you in many situations, such as feeling powerless.  This can create a negative cascade where your powerless mindset 
(spin) is impacting what you do, and how you feel, perceive and believe overall. 

If you feel the landscape at work, or at home, or in a relationship, is having an impact on you, it is because you are picking up on 
the energy of A or B.  An example of an influential SPIN ”B” landscape is what I call Feardom, (where fear, threat, insecurity and 
confusion prevail).

Your emotions are messages from Spirit.  
When you listen to the message you can then STEP BACK from the emotional energy, 

TURN INWARD and FIND YOUR BALANCE again.  
Then you can decide what you NEED and how you want to RESPOND.
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Quick Reference
OVERALL Questions to Consider from all 6 Videos

Introduction
1 What was you overall experience of the video?
2 What specific ideas stood out for you?  Why?
3 How would you define Spirit at this point?
4 What does Coming Back to Spirit mean to you?

Part 1   Preparing to be Present
1 How have you experienced taking a step back to see things from an emotional distance, from Observer Mode?
2 How have you experienced turning inward to your CORE to find balance?
3 How have you experienced yourself… Physically Calm, Intellectually Open, Emotionally Receptive and Spiritually Engaged?
4 What else stood out for you as you experienced Part 1 Preparing to be Present?

Part 2   Me and My Spirit
1 How differently does your life look from inspiration, coping and surviving mindsets?
2 How do you shift back to Spirit?
3 What do you access from A – Spirit? (ex. inspiration, creativity, vision, balance, logic patience, clarity, confidence)
4 Who and what inspires you, who do you inspire?

Part 3   Exploring My Spirit
1 What three things hold the most meaning for you in your life? Why?
2 What values are the most important to your?  (honesty, fairness, compassion, patience, loyalty, generosity, integrity, 
consistency, valuing, empathy, etc.)
3 How do you express your true self, your Spirit?
4 When are you on purpose, doing things deliberately from Spirit?

Part 4   Three Paths of Spirit
1 From which of the three paths do you relate the most, at this point?  (Doing, Thinking, Feeling)  Why?
2 Do you consider yourself an introvert or an extrovert?  How do you know?
3 What is the most challenging part of change and transition for you?  Why?
4 Which of the 12 R’s is the most important to you right now as you Get Ready to make changes happen?  Why?

Wrap-up
1 How do you relate to Spirit in the bigger landscape?
2 What does Coming Back to Spirit mean to you now?
3 Which program concepts were the most valuable to you?  Why?
4 How will you relate to Spirit in your life now?

Additional
Material
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